
To our donors, families, staff, alumni and friends of the Saints...
THANK YOU.

The past few weeks have been filled with historic moments for our schools. It has
been a whirlwind of "firsts" - first day of school, the first football game in our own
stadium and on our own field, the first volleyball game in our new gym, the first
Mass with our entire high school student body. We had the first day of the
Academy taking over our beloved 1025 N 2nd Street campus. We opened the
new addition at St. Mary's Grade School, with a first day of school in five new
classrooms, in the new library and music room. Saint Anne School will have many
new firsts ahead, as we are building a new addition with seven new classrooms
at their campus. Cathedral didn't have a ribbon-cutting event this year, but they
are enjoying their secure entrance and new library spaces. Each of our schools is
growing and creating new spaces - it's all part of how we Keep the Promise. 

Enjoy this photographic look back at what we've accomplished together! 

This photo was taken early in the morning on August 21, the first day of school at
the new SMCHS. The Sacred Heart of Jesus statue welcomes all students and
visitors to our beautiful new campus.

On the first day at the new SMCHS, we
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surprised the students with free donuts
and had Elvis Entertainment playing fun music
outside.

In the morning, all students attended a series
of powerful presentations.
- GRATITUDE by Gerald Vetter and Cam
Knutson
- HUMILITY by Fr. Dominic Bouck
- SAFETY by Officer Karin McNamee
- RESPECT by Reed Ruggles
And as a special surprise, an anonymous
SMCHS alumni husband and wife donor
family gave each of our students a $50 gift
card to Dick's Sporting Goods to buy
something fun for their new school year
ahead!

Bishop Kagan cut the official blue ribbon at the SMCHS Grand Opening &
Dedication ceremony on the first day of school.

Students and teachers are enjoying all of our new classroom spaces. Throughout
the day, students use the beautiful new library and media center to take a wide
variety of online classes, such as: agriculture, engineering, graphic design,
medical careers, finance and marketing.



St. Mary's Grade School hosted a ribbon cutting near the entrance to their new
addition on August 29. Bishop Kagan blessed and dedicated the five new
classrooms, library and music room. 

The new playground turf is a hit with students! St. Mary's Grade School has never
had a space like this before, so this new green turf is the place to be during
recess!



We have invested in new smart boards for many classrooms throughout our
schools. This is an example of a kindergarten classroom enjoying the new
technology.

For the first time in SMCHS history, we have our own outdoor stadium and field.
Introducing...Our Lady of Victory Stadium and Smrekar Field! 



We debuted three incredible football videos as we blessed and dedicated our
stadium and field. Watch the football videos here. Thank you to SMCHS
graduate Ben Weisbeck, bweismedia.com, for creating these amazing videos!

Nearly 3,000 people packed Our Lady of Victory Stadium for our first football
game. God blessed us with a spectacular sunset that special evening!
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A huge fireworks show and dancing on the field was the grand finale to our
fantastic evening. Thank you, Elvis Entertainment and Memory Fireworks!

If you haven't made your pledge or donation yet, please make your pledge
now and choose the area where you would like your family's name to be
honored on our new donor recognition walls. 

We will be unveiling beautiful donor walls within each area:
- Academic Center
- Athletic Center



- Our Lady of Victory Chapel
- Fine Arts Center

Please make your 3-5 year pledge now to help us keep the promise and
build the future of our schools for generations.
CALL: 701-354-1226
TEXT: 701-955-0115
EMAIL: pledge@keepthepromise.net
PLEDGE ONLINE: keepthepromise.net
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